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C
ompetitive bidding is used as a cost management 
technique to obtain the best value (defined as 
the lowest, most qualified bid) for the entity. 
The typical competitive benchmark is a three-

bid policy. If there is such a policy at your entity, your audit 
should determine whether three bids were received.

If a competitive bid process is used, you may see your 
organization go outside the area to find a contractor that is 
able to handle the size of the project at hand. Local or regional 
contractors may not be capable of managing construction of 
large projects; therefore, it is necessary to offer large regional 
or national construction firms an opportunity to bid.

Hiring subcontractors may be somewhat different. A contractor 
will typically hire locally or regionally. Hiring subcontractors 
from outside the local market may be legitimate, but it could 
indicate a preference for a particular contractor.

You should be skeptical if a contractor uses subcontractors from 
outside the local market without a reasonable explanation. 
This could be an indicator there was a kickback or bid rigging, 
particularly if local or regional contractors are capable of 
managing the construction. If a nonlocal contractor was hired, 
have a discussion with your construction department or 
contractor to understand why local contractors were bypassed.

Bid opening—sealed or not sealed
Many policies require bid proposals be sealed, opened 
and recorded in the presence of a selection committee. 
Typically the public sector is the most stringent in this 
regard. Members of the selection committee usually include 
several of the owner’s personnel and the architect. When 
contractors hire subcontractors, they may require a sealed 
bid and will generally invite the architect and owner to bid 

openings. Some construction agreements require the owner 
and architect to be present.

As the auditor, you should determine if sealed bids were 
required and whether bids were opened in the presence of 
construction personnel, including the architect or owner. 
Your review can be done by reviewing the sign-in sheet 
and reading minutes that were kept in order to verify all 
bids were recorded and included in the evaluation process. 
You will then want to confirm bid amounts were recorded 
appropriately on the bid evaluation sheets.

Evaluation process and criteria
The evaluation process for hiring a contractor and for the 
contractor hiring subcontractors will be similar. Both start 
when the bid proposals are opened.

It may take several weeks to evaluate the bid proposals. Usually 
the evaluation consists of measuring the responsiveness of 
each proposal against certain predetermined criteria. Some 
organizations and contractors will assign a weight to each 
criteria, followed by a weighted scoring methodology. Most 
large contractors use software to develop a final score for each 
subcontractor. The subcontractor receiving the highest score is 
typically awarded the contract.

Common evaluation criteria
Bid price – To make sure the bid price is equivalent for each bid-
der, the bids will be “evened out.” For instance, some subcon-
tractors may include value engineering savings, allowances 
and alternates in their bid while others may not. Monetary 
adjustments are then made accordingly—up or down—to the 
other bids. Once the bids are evened out, the bidder with the 
lowest dollar bid typically receives the highest score. But the 
lowest dollar bid is only one factor in the evaluation process.
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Number of projects currently underway – The evaluation 
may include a review of the number of projects the 
subcontractor has underway currently and whether they 
have sufficient personnel for the project at hand. If they 
have too many jobs going at once, they may not have the 
construction personnel necessary to complete the project 
on time. This should be a matter of discussion between the 
owner and contractor.

Staffing plan – The contractor staffing plan includes 
the members of the construction staff and the résumés 
of individuals such as the Executive in Charge, project 
manager and superintendent who will work on the job. 
Your audit should try to ensure a bidder does not list their 
“A” players in order to win the bid, and then when the 
project begins, switches to the “B” players (a form of bait-
and-switch sales tactics).

Experience and technical skills – Some forms of construction 
are more difficult to manage than others. For instance, 
constructing a hospital is more difficult than constructing an 
office building. Therefore, the contractor or subcontractors 
should have personnel with the appropriate experience and 
technical skills for the project.

MWOB – Many owners include criteria that evaluate the 
participation of minority and woman-owned businesses 
(MWOB). These criteria are prevalent in the public sector. 
Minority or woman-owned businesses may receive additional 
weight and/or consideration when awarding a contract.

Other – Additional evaluation criteria may include the quality 
management and safety programs that will be used.

As you perform the construction audit, it is important to 
review the evaluation process of your organization and the 
contractor to confirm if the criteria used were fair, objective 
and quantifiable. If the methodology meets these three 
criteria, then, in theory, the same contractor/subcontractor 
would be hired if the evaluation were repeated.

Subcontractor buyout
There is a period of time between the contract award to the 
general contractor and the subcontracts being awarded. 
This time and process are commonly referred to as “buyout.” 
During the buyout period, the general contractor verifies the 
completeness of the subcontractors’ scope of work.

Unfortunately, many owners are ambivalent with regard to 
the buyout process and the awarding of subcontracts. If a 
contractor is allowed to hire subcontractors without owner 
oversight, the contractor may use bidding and evaluation 
techniques not in the best interest of, or best value for, the 
owner. So how should an owner be involved?

Most construction agreements will allow the owner to 
approve the hiring of each subcontractor. As noted, owners 
should take advantage of the provision to be involved 
throughout the buyout process, starting with the contractor 
issuing the RFP through to the eventual award.

Being involved throughout means the owner can ensure:

1. Unwanted subcontractor(s) are not used on the project

2. The contractor issues a detailed RFP

3. The contractor is competitively bidding each trade and 
is not single- or sole-sourcing any work

4. The contractor is performing a quantifiable, objective 
and fair bid analysis for each trade

5. The contractor is not cherry-picking work they will self-
perform (i.e. they are not sole-sourcing particular trade 
work to themselves for profit reasons)

6. Owner attendance at every pre-award meeting

7. Owner knowledge of every bid evaluation and the 
scoring results

8. Winners are presented to the owner for approval

9. The contractor provides the owner with a signed copy 
of each subcontract

10. The architect—as an independent and expert voice—is 
involved with assisting the contractor and the owner in 
the buyout, which includes attending all pre- and post-
award meetings held with subcontractors

Summary
There are many steps an organization must take to hire a 
contractor and for the contractor to take with the buyout 
process. The same audit steps that are used to review the 
contractor bid and award process can also be used to review 
the subcontractor bid and award process. 
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